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The idea behind the design of  the Museum Of  Ancient Nile is 
to link history and nature through the architecture proposed. 
Setting the museum in Luxor meant to front a region deeply 
marked by its rich and radiant past on a first side, and on the 
other by the the importance of  the river Nile, which not only 
shapes the landscape surrounding, but is the element from 
which the ancient Egypt’s prosperity was born. 
The design proposed tries to link those themes together, both 
theoretically and architecturally: the Museum Of  Ancient 
Nile links physically the desert and the river, with a building 
which serves both as a place to rest and as a place to wander 
and discover the history of  Egypt. 
Using the elements of  traditional and historical architecture 
of  the Egyptians, thick walls with few openings, the column as 
a representative and static element and the hypostyle rooms, 
it was possible to carve a space with three levels: the entrance 
one, the museum level (lower than the first) and the public 
square level (the highest one). 
The entrance level connects the visitor both to the museum 
and to the square level, allowing him to begin its walk through 
the museum and see, from the walkway which leaves the 
exhibition hall the highest height possible, the colonnade hall 
of  the temporary exhibition. 
The museum level, lower than the first one, presenting all 
of  the rooms needed for the exhibition, ending with a plate 
fronting the nile and all the river landscape, in a direct contact 
between the architecture and the nature. 
The highest level, the public one, complete the building with 
the great plaza, with a direct and open relation with the nature 
and the river sorrounded by a large portico, allowing the visitor 
to rest and to enjoy the sight of  the landscape surrounding, 
both the desert and the river one.


